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**Academic Affairs**

**Publications**

**Mattison, Rob.** “Finkelstein's Underground Comic Print Shop.” *Amazing Figure Modelers Reader Choice*, issue #70. 2020.


**Advancing, Retention, & Career Center**

**Publications**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


External Awards

See, Patti. Won first place in the Wisconsin Newspaper Awards for her three columns that appeared in The Country Today (Chippewa Falls fish fry in one of the oldest taverns in town, snapping turtle that laid eggs, and septic guy). Columns were first published as part of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram's “Sawdust Stories” series.

Other


Accounting and Finance

Publications


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


Conference Presentation


Art and Design

Publications


Conference Presentation

**Biology**

**Publications**


Reich, Peter (Hawkesbury Institute for the Environment and University of Minnesota (UM)-St. Paul); Hobbie, Sarah (University of Minnesota (UM) St. Paul); Le, Tali; Rich, Roy; Pastore, Melissa; Worm, Kally (UM-St. Paul); "Synergistic effects of four climate change drivers on terrestrial carbon cycling." *Nature Geoscience*. Nov. 2020. [https://www.nature.com/articles/s41561-020-00657-1](https://www.nature.com/articles/s41561-020-00657-1)


**Conference Presentation**

Pastore, Melissa A. (University of Minnesota); Le, Tali; Hobbie, Sarah E. (University of Minnesota); Worm, Kally (University of Minnesota); Reich, Peter B (University of Minnesota). “Species richness impacts total soil carbon more than 19 years of CO2 enrichment or soil nitrogen addition.” Ecological Society of America. Virtual. August 2020.

**External Awards**


Wellnitz, Todd. Awarded Freshwater Collaborative of Wisconsin funds for their research examining microplastic contamination of Lake Superior and St. Louis River Estuary.

Wellnitz, Todd. Awarded the 2020 Biology Department Vic and Eileen Cvancara Outstanding Teaching Award for his high impact domestic and international immersion courses, his excellence and innovation in teaching practices, and his dedication to student learning and collaborative student-faculty research.
Business Communication

Publications


Lentz, Paula; Coffelt, Tina; Cardon, Peter; Cresap, Linda; Nelson, Ashley; Remley, Dirk (Kent State University). "An analysis of the academic environment in business and professional communication." *Business and Professional Communication Quarterly*, Volume 83, 434-469. 2020.

Conference Presentation


Lentz, Paula; Bloch, Janel; Cardon, Peter; Cresap, Linda; Nelson, Ashley. “Face-to-Face Teaching Has a New Face: Online, Remote, Hybrid, and Hy-Flex” Association for Business Communication Annual International Conference. Virtual. 2020.


Chemistry and Biochemistry

Publications


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student

Hu, Quin H.; Williams, Murphi T.; Shulgina, Irina (Ohio State University); Fossum, Carl; Weeks, Katelyn M.; Adams, Lauren M.; Reinhardt, Clorice R.; Musier-Forsyth, Karin (Ohio State University); Hati, Sanchita; Bhattacharyya, Sudeep. “Editing Domain Motions Preorganize the Synthetic Active Site of Prolyl-tRNA Synthetase.” ACS Catalysis. Volume 10, Issue 17, 10229-10242. August 14, 2020. https://doi.org/10.1021/acscatal.0c02381


Zajac, Jonathan; Anderson, Heidi; Adams, Lauren; Wangmo, Dechen; Suhail, Shanzay; Almen, Aimee; Berns, Lauren; Coerber, Breena; Dawson, Logan; Hunger, Andrea; Jehn, Julia; Johnson, Joseph; Plack, Naomi; Strasser, Steven, Williams, Murphi; Bhattacharyya, Sudeep; Hati, Sanchita. “Effects of Distal Mutations on Prolyl-Adenylate Formation of Escherichia coli Prolyl-tRNA Synthetase.” The Protein Journal. Volume 39, 542-553. July 2020. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10930-020-09910-3

Conference Presentation

Cleary, Patricia A.; Radtke, Josie; Kies, Ben; Zueli, Sydney; Hupy, Joe (Purdue University); Pierce, R. Bradley (NOAA/NESDIS, Center for Satellite Application and Research); Wagner, Timothy J. (University of Wisconsin-Madison). “Investigations into lake breeze influence on ozone measurements at the Lake Michigan shoreline using Unmanned Aerial System and LIDAR at Chiwaukee Prairie State Natural Area, Wisconsin.” American Geophysical Union – Fall Meeting. 2020.


Coonen, Lindsey; Gajeski, Anthony; Meier, Anna; Reiter, Samantha; Bailey-Hartsel, Scott C. “Scientific aspirations without the scientific budget? Collaborate with your local university.” World Brewing Congress, WBC Connect Poster. 2020.


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
Invited Lectures


External Awards


Knoche Gupta, Krysti. Received the Pittcon Undergraduate Analytical Research Program Award from the Society for Analytical Chemists of Pittsburgh.

Phillips, James A. Received the Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) 2020 Outstanding Mentorship Award, which recognizes excellence in mentoring of undergraduate researchers. https://www.cur.org/ChemCUR2020_outstanding_mentorship_awardees/?fbclid=IwAR0ZmYRtipci7DsWNWRemFAB4R2eE0rF9FL139rX7e_Oe2dqkXGXRxVd-U

Other


Communication and Journalism

Publications


Outzen, Christopher; Welker, Kristen (The Ohio State University); Philpot, Sarah (Truman State University); and Krysiuk, Artur (Truman State University). "#Fitspiration and mental health for LGBTQ+

**Conference Presentation**

**Outzen, Christopher;** Koch, Megan (Illinois State University); Shepardson, Emily (Minnesota State University, Mankato); Sonsalla, Tennisha (Minnesota State University, Mankato); Mitchell, Brent (Minnesota State University, Mankato); Lowry, Dawn (George Mason University); and Trader, Emily (Bradley University). “A Crossroads Discussion of Benefits and Drawbacks of ‘Shelving’ AFA-NIET Qualified Events.” A discussion panel presented at the 2020 National Communication Association Conference. Nov. 19-22, 2020.

**Outzen, Christopher;** Rogers, Jack (University of Central Missouri); Robinson, Tomeka (Hofstra University); Webb, Trent (Nassau Community College); Louis, Ryan (Ottawa University); Rudnick, Justin (Minnesota State University, Mankato); LeMaster, George (Marian University). “Competitors at the Crossroads: A Discussion Engendering the Creation of a National Mentoring Resource.” A discussion panel presented at the 2020 National Communication Association Conference. Nov. 19-22, 2020.

**Outzen, Christopher; Morris, Karen;** Mitchell, Brent (Minnesota State University-Mankato); Carlile, Andrea (South Dakota State University); Freeman, Nicole (University of Central Missouri); Jensen, Scott (Webster University); Ledford, Victoria (University of Maryland); Rudnick, Justin (Minnesota State University, Mankato). “Inter-Program Mentorship in Forensics: Learning Alliances at the Tournament Crossroads.” A discussion panel presented at the 2020 National Communication Association Conference. Nov. 19-22, 2020.

**Outzen, Christopher;** Greenwalt, Dustin (Pennsylvania State University); Packer, Joseph (Central Michigan University); Hennigan, Craig (Truman State University); Kirk, Justin (University of Nebraska-Lincoln); Peterson, Sue (California State University Chico); Khan, Banafshae (Central Michigan University); Behymer, Tyler (University of Nebraska-Lincoln); Minch, Kevin (Truman State University). “NFA-LD at the Crossroads of Speech and Debate.” A discussion panel presented at the 2020 National Communication Association Conference. Nov. 19-22, 2020.

**Other**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Publications

**Armentrout, Kate; Chase, Janet; Etchegoin, Pia; Humphrey, Lindy; Laudenbach, Emily; Murphy, Deidre; Turner, Ashley; Van, Jessica.** Supporting Online Aphasia Groups: Lessons We've Learned. Online Aphasia Group, CSD 648. University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire. [https://bit.ly/3re1vNc](https://bit.ly/3re1vNc)


**Hoepner, Jerry & Sather, Thomas.** “Teaching and Mentoring Students in the Life Participation Approach to Aphasia Service Delivery Perspective.” Perspectives of the ASHA Special Interest Groups, 5*(2)*, 397-413. Jan. 28, 2020.


Conference Presentations


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


Tsao, Y.C. (California State University – Fullerton); **Hoepner, Jerry**; Constantino, C. (Florida State University); Plexico, L. (Auburn University) & DiLollo, A. (Texas Christian University). “Proposal Number: 10077 Counseling Education: Where we are and Where we are going.” Proposal Accepted at the Annual Convention of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, San Diego, California. 2020.

**Other**

Aphasia Access Conversations Podcast - episode 61. Something Sweet... LPA One Cupcake at a Time, A conversation with Rik Lemoncello (Pacific University). Interview by **Hoepner, Jerry**. 2020.


Aphasia Access Conversations Podcast - episode 53. The intersection of conversation groups and qualitative research: A conversation with Tavistock Scholar Brent Archer (Bowling Green University). Interview by **Hoepner, Jerry**. 2020.


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
Aphasia Access Conversations Podcast - episode 43. Merry little band of rebels. Interview with Julia Halvorson (MNCAN) by Hoepner, Jerry. 2020.


**External Awards**

Hoepner, Jerry. 2020 Honorable Mention Tavistock Trust for Aphasia Distinguished Scholar.

**Computer Science**

**Publications**


**Conference Presentations**


**Counseling Services**

**Publications**


**Criminal Justice**

**Publications**


**Patchin, Justin W;** Dischinger, Alexandra (University of Minnesota-Duluth); Hinduja, Sameer (Florida Atlantic University); Lee, Charem (University of Minnesota-Duluth). “Bullying and Delinquency: The Impact of Anger and Frustration.” *Violence and Victims*, 35(4), 503-523. 2020. [https://connect.springerpub.com/content/sgrvv/35/4/503](https://connect.springerpub.com/content/sgrvv/35/4/503)


**Economics**

**Publications**


**Li, Yan & DaCosta, Maria.** “The Pursuit of Luxury in China.” *Journal of Applied Business and Economics*, Vol. 22, No. 5. [https://doi.org/10.33423/jabe.v22i5.3048](https://doi.org/10.33423/jabe.v22i5.3048)


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
**Conference Presentations**


**Other**


**External Awards**

**Reckin, Katelyn.** Placed second in the WiSys Quick Pitch competition and accepted to compete in the statewide final event.

**Education for Equity and Justice**

**Publications**


**Conference Presentations**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
English

Publications


**Chan, Dorothy.** "Over the You About You." Book reviews on *turn around BRXGHT XYXS* and *Arias.* *Poetry Foundation.* Nov. 2, 2020. [https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/articles/154452/over-the-you-about-you](https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/articles/154452/over-the-you-about-you)


**Chan, Dorothy.** “Triple Sonnet, Because She Makes Me Hot.” *The Account.* 2020. [https://theaccountmagazine.com/article/chan-20](https://theaccountmagazine.com/article/chan-20)


*Bold:* Faculty/Academic Staff; *Bold/Italics:* Undergraduate Student; *Bold/Underline:* Graduate Student
http://pidgeonholes.com/2020/02/three-poems-17/

https://theboilerjournal.com/2020/07/18/dorothy-chan-3/


https://theaccountmagazine.com/article/chan-20

https://theaccountmagazine.com/article/chan-20

https://theboilerjournal.com/2020/07/18/dorothy-chan-3/

http://mcneesereview.mcneese.edu/2020/02/28/three-poems-by-dorothy-chan/


https://theaccountmagazine.com/article/chan-20

https://theboilerjournal.com/2020/07/18/dorothy-chan-3/

http://pidgeonholes.com/2020/02/three-poems-17/

http://pidgeonholes.com/2020/02/three-poems-17/

https://doi.org/10.1002/9781118902264.ch18

https://gce.unisg.ch/en/euxeinos/archive/30

https://www.facebook.com/watch?v=237055407558776

**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
https://volumeone.org/articles/2020/10/19/267631-local-lit-pandemic-cycle


Conference Presentations


External Awards


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
Chan, Dorothy. Ilanot Review nominated her poem "Love Letter to Time Travel, Jello Salad, and My Mother" for a Pushcart Prize. 2020.


Hollars, B. J.. Received third place in the 2019 Wisconsin Newspaper Association's Better Newspaper Contest (Division B) for his columns (A good dog knows when to go and Bouncing through quarantine) published as part of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram’s “Sawdust Stories” series. 2020.


Nowlan, Bob. Received a grant from the Cignet Trust to provide full external support during the 2020-2021 academic year, beginning in June 2020 and ending in August 2021, to work on two upcoming books: Joy Division and Critical Theory with Ian Curtis and 21st Century British TV Crime Drama: A Critical Guide.

Other


Chan, Dorothy. Edited and curated SPORKLET 12, the literary magazine of Spork Press, including her editor’s note. http://sporkpress.com/


Chan, Dorothy. Launched a literary magazine, Honey Literary – a magazine built by women of color. Honey Literary’s pillars are access, advocacy, and intersectionality. https://honeyliterary.com/


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
**Geography and Anthropology**

**Publications**


**Other**


**Geology**

**Conference Presentations**


External Awards


History

Publications


**Bold**: Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics**: Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline**: Graduate Student
### Conference Presentations

**Casey, Elena N; Jiménez-Frei, Cheryl; Schiller, Lisa; Smith, Lorraine.** “Documenting the Undocumented: Archiving Pandemic Experiences of Migrant Farmworkers in Wisconsin.” Latin American Studies Week. Oct. 2020.


### Invited Lectures


### External Awards

**Jiménez-Frei, Cheryl; Casey, Elena N. & Schiller, Lisa.** Received a COVID-19 Grant for History in the Public Interest from the Albert Lepage Center at Villanova University, for their project “Documenting the Undocumented.” The project, currently in progress through the fall semester, will collect and archive oral histories of migrant and undocumented farmworkers in western Wisconsin, to document their experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic. Oral histories will be archived in UWEC's Chippewa Valley Covid-19 Archive, and in partnership with Arizona State University, in ASU's global Covid-19 archive A Journal of the Plague Year.

**Rice, Louisa.** Awarded a National Endowment for the Humanities Grant as part of the "Humanities Connections" program, which enabled her to design a new undergraduate integrative certificate program in health humanities.

### Other


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


Information Systems

Conference Presentations


Institute for Health Sciences

Publications


Languages

Publications


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


**Conference Presentations**


Valero, José. "Una visión humanista cívica de la pintura: La 'Epístola a un pintor insigne' de Manuel José Quintana (1790)" ["A civic humanist view of painting: Manuel José Quintana's 'Epistle to a renowned..."


**Invited Lectures**


**Bodensteiner, Mari.** Shared experience working with the U.S. Department of State’s English Language Programs. 45th Annual Illinois Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and Bilingual Education (ITBE) Conference. Lisle, IL. Feb. 28-29, 2020.


**Miller, Jessica.** "Diversifying the Curriculum through Incremental Structural Changes." Wisconsin Association for Language Teachers (WAFLT) Conference. Nov. 6-7, 2020.


**External Awards**

**Bodensteiner, Mari.** Received the U.S. Department of State (DOS) Public Diplomacy Initiative in which experts in the field of English language education lead intensive English language projects. Working with the Public Affairs Sections of the U.S. Embassy Santo Domingo, she partnered with the Instituto Cultural Dominicno-Americano (ICDA) and developed the Open Learning Program. In the Dominican Republic, the Open Learning Program was developed in response to the COVID19 Crisis. She developed and

**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
implemented four eight-week online courses for English language learners and English language teachers. 2020. https://openlearningprogram.edu.do

**Casey, Elena N; Fox, Kelson; Benson, Gina; Bygd, Mary.** Received a Mayo Clinic-UW-Eau Claire Research and Innovation Council Grant for their project, “Quantitative Analysis of Downstream Costs of Interpreter Service Modes” for Hmong, Latinx, and ASL patients in the Eau Claire and Menominee Mayo Clinic locations pre and peri COVID-19.

**Kaishan, Kong.** Received a Fulbright Scholarship for project, “Developing students’ intercultural competence in foreign language education in China.” April 2020.

**Latin American and Latinx Studies**

**Conference Presentation**


**Management & Marketing**

**Publications**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


Johs-Artisensi, Jennifer; Hansen, K. E. (Bellarmine University); Olson, Douglas; Creapeau, Lindsey. “Leadership perceptions and practices of hospitality in senior care.” Senior Living Executive. 2020.


Johs-Artisensi, Jennifer; Hansen, Kevin; Olson, Douglas. “Qualitative Analyses of Nursing Home Residents' Quality of Life from Multiple Stakeholders' Perspectives.” Quality of Life Research, 29, 1229-1238. 2020.

Johs-Artisensi, Jennifer & Hansen, Kevin. Quality of Life and Policy Implications for Long-Term Care Communities. 2020.


Lujun Su (Central South University) and Swanson, Scott. “A Scale to Measure Residents Perceptions of Destination Social Responsibility,” Journal of Sustainable Tourism, 28(6), 873-897. 2020.

**Bold**: Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics**: Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline**: Graduate Student


Xuehuan He (Central South University), Lujun Su (Central South University), and **Swanson, Scott**. “The Service Quality to Subjective Well-being of Chinese Tourists Connection: A Model with Replications,” Current Issues in Tourism, 23(16), 1-17. 2020.


**Bold**: Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics**: Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline**: Graduate Student


**Conference Presentations**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


Hawes, Frances; Tavares, J; Ronnenberg, C; Miller, E. “The Effects of Religiosity on Depression Trajectories Before and After Widowhood.” Gerontological Society of America. Phoenix, Arizona. 2020.


Rokonuzzaman, Md; Kim, Kyoungmi (Kate); Dugar, Kranti; Fox, Jennine. “OK Google, What Makes an Object Smart? Consumers' Perceptions and Experiences of Smart Objects,” AMA Summer Educators Conference. 2020.


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student

Invited Lecture


External Awards

Creapeau, Lindsey. Advanced to Fellow of the American College of Health Care Administrators (ACHCA). The nationally-recognized Fellow distinction confirms a member's dedication to the post-acute and aging services community. https://www.uwec.edu/news/chaase/creapeau-awarded-professional-credential-4347/?fbclid=IwAR2c963c1F9Rx1df8IU8T6zOeqO_c0amIevActXa-VK-aBk98UpJfbrCQk

Creapeau, Lindsey. Awarded the 2020-2021 Mae E. Lampert Scholarship (recognizes nontraditional female students) through the University of Wisconsin-Stout Foundation as she enters the final year of doctoral study.

Dong, Longzhu. Received the 2020 X-Culture Best Instructor Award

Dong, Longzhu. Received the 2020 X-Cultural Global Educator Award


Swanson, Scott. 2020 MBAA International Distinguished Research Award, Chicago, Illinois.

Swanson, Scott. 2020 42nd Annual American Marketing Association International Collegiate Conference: Greater Together. Best Faculty Paper Award, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Hall, Maggie and Swanson, Scott. 2020 42nd Annual American Marketing Association International Collegiate Conference: Greater Together. Faculty/Student Collaborative Research Award-2nd Place, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Other

Johs-Artisensi, Jennifer; Creapeau, Lindsey; Lauver, Kristy; Beckendorf, Sara & Bolder, Rachael. “Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of Staffing Retention Practices in Skilled Nursing Facilities Results.” Research report submitted to Center for Health Administration and Aging Services Excellence. 2020.


Materials Science & Biomedical Engineering

Conference Presentation

Glogowski, Elizabeth; Ellefson, Aaron; Monahan, Cuyler. "Exploration of Surgical assisting Foam through FDA Approved Additives." WiSys SPARK Student Research & Innovation Showcase, Summer 2020.

External Awards

Glogowski, Elizabeth. Selected as WiSys Carl Gulbrandsen Innovator of the Year, Fall 2020.

Glogowski, Elizabeth. Selected as UW System Regent Scholar, Spring 2020.

Other

Glogowski, Elizabeth. “Grant Talks Webinar.” Webinar co-hosted by ACS PRF and CUR, four PUI faculty discuss the nature of their research and provide tips on achieving funding success. July 2020.

Mathematics

Publications


Beemer, Allison; Graves, E. (U.S. Army Research Laboratory); Kliwerer, J. (New Jersey Institute of Technology); Kosut, O. (Arizona State University); Yu, P. (U.S. Army Research Laboratory).

Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


**Davis, Christopher.** "Concordance, crossing changes, and knots in homology spheres." *Canadian Mathematical Bulletin*. Dec. 2020


**Howe, Michael** (Emeritus); **Liu, Hengzhou “Sookie;” Vaughan, Michael.** “A Proof of the Equivalence Between the Polytabloid Bases and Specht Polynomials for Irreducible Representations of the Symmetric Group.” *Ball State University Undergraduate Mathematics Exchange*. Fall 2020.  
https://lib.bsu.edu/beneficencepress/mathexchange

http://people.uwec.edu/mbirika/Eisenstein_euler_phi_paper.pdf


https://www.combinatorics.org/ojs/index.php/eljc/article/view/v27i1p31


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
Conference Presentations


Invited Lecture


McIntyre Library

Publications


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


---

**Conference Presentations**

**Backowski, Roxanne** and **Hanson, Avonlea.** "Embracing Crisis-tunity: Cross-Departmental Collaborations with Librarians and Instructional Designers." LTDC Virtual Conference. June 17, 2020.

---

**Music and Theatre Arts**

**Conference Presentations**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
External Awards

**Allen, Terry** (Emeritus). His poem, “The Rule of Three,” was nominated for a Best of the Net Award. 2020.


**Ostrander, Phil**. Selected to conduct the 2020 Wisconsin Middle Level State Honors Band. Oct. 2020.

Invited Lectures and Performances


Other


Nursing

Publications


**Merkel, Rachel; Olsen, Jeanette; Pehler, Shelley-Rae** (Emeritus); **Sperstad, Rita** (Emeritus); **Sisto, Hannah; Mades, Hannah; Brunswell, Kristin**. "An Innovative Civility Intervention Created by a Faculty and Student Action Research Team." Journal of Nursing Education, 59(4): 214-217. March 23, 2020. [https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32243553](https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32243553)

**Olsen, Jeanette; Aschenbrenner, Ann; Merkel, Rachel; Pehler, Shelley-Rae** (Emeritus); **Sargent, Linda & Sperstad, Rita** (Emeritus). “A Mixed-Methods Systematic Review of Interventions to Address Incivility in Nursing.” Journal of Nursing Education, 59(6): 319-326. May 20, 2020. [https://www.healio.com/nursing/journals/jne/2020-6-59-6/%7B1e13714f-14f4-4f7e-a84f-0b350ec6d89a%7D/a-mixed-methods-systematic-review-of-interventions-to-address-incivility-in-nursing](https://www.healio.com/nursing/journals/jne/2020-6-59-6/%7B1e13714f-14f4-4f7e-a84f-0b350ec6d89a%7D/a-mixed-methods-systematic-review-of-interventions-to-address-incivility-in-nursing)
Sortedahl, Charlotte; Ellefson, Shanna.; Fotsch, Danielle. & Daley, Katie. “The professional behaviors new nurses need: Findings from a national survey of hospital nurse leaders.” Nursing Education Perspectives. 41(4), 207-214. DOI: 10.1097/01.NEP.0000000000000622

Sperstad, Rita (Emeritus); Pehler, Shelley; Ackerson, Steve; Brunsell, Kristin; Gyorog, Emily and Sisto, Hannah “Student Voices During Action Research Impact Outcomes in Nursing Quality Improvement Project.” Journal of Nursing Education, 59(1), 42-45. Dec. 23, 2019. https://doi.org/10.3928/01484834-20191223-10

Conference Presentations

Jansen, Debra; Sauve, J.; Aubart, S. “Community-dwelling elders’ perceptions of the importance of variety to their lives and well-being.” Competitive symposium presentation for the Midwest Nursing Research Society (MNRS) Conference. April 2020.

Merkel, Rachel; Olsen, Jeanette; Pehler, Shelley-Rae; Sperstad, Rita (Emeritus); Sisto, Hannah; Mades, Hannah; Brunsell, Kristin. “A Faculty-Student Developed Quality Improvement Project for Creating a Culture of Civility.” Competitive symposium presentation for the Midwest Nursing Research Society (MNRS) Conference. April 2, 2020.


Young, Linda. Presentation regarding the decline in the number or nurse educators and strategies that may be employed to reverse the trend. Nurses Day at the Capitol. Madison, Wisconsin. March 4, 2020.

Other

Adams, Jan; Young, Linda; Hanson Brenner, Gail; Alasagherin, Mohammad; Aschenbrenner, Ann; Marcyanik, Diane; and Sohn, Karen. “New Nursing Education and Nurse Faculty Survey Report Released from Wisconsin Nursing Education and Nurse Faculty: 2018-2019 Survey Results.” College of Nursing and Health Sciences. Wisconsin Center for Nursing website. June 2020. https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DF8JPt9Du5OJND8RLjlfhoUFIK1dVi99Z/
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**Ouderkirk, Bruce.** Awarded a new multiyear Student Support Services grant from the U.S. Department of Education for 2020-2025.
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**Pierce, Crispin** cited in the Wall Street Journal: "In a 2018 study, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire researchers found air samples taken near two sand mines had elevated levels of a particulate matter associated with increased lung-cancer risk." Oct. 9, 2020. https://www.wsj.com/articles/wisconsin-fracking-sand-jobs-11602104015
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